


























as.a  forum.for. intellectual.growth.and.exchange,. that.she.has.been.working.
enthusiastically.and.tirelessly.for.the.last.fifty.years .
Professor.Gibińska.has.repeatedly.acknowledged.that.in.her.didactic.and.








vençal.poetry .. It.was. also.Professor.Mroczkowski. to.whom.Marta.Gibińska.
owes.her.interest.in.Shakespeare.and.who.continued.to.exert.formative.influ-




intensive. search. for.a  linguistic.apparatus.which.would.be.applicable. to. the.
study.of.Shakespeare.resulted.in.the.habilitation.book.entitled.The Functioning 





poems.both. in. terms.of. translation.criticism.and.Shakespe.are’s. reception  in.






sulted. in. the.monograph.Polish Poets Read Shakespeare.  Refashioning of the 
Tradition,.published.in.1999 .
Professor. Gibińska’s. scholarly. interests. have. been. closely. linked. to. her.
didactic.work ..Ever.ready.to.share.her.fascinations.and.discoveries.with.her.
students,.she.constantly.modifies.and.develops.her.seminar.offer ..A commit-
















The.articles. in. this.volume.represent.a spectrum.of. topics.related.to. the.
areas.of.Professor.Gibińska’s.own.academic.interests ..Part.I,.focused.on.Shake-




ogy ..Terence.McCarthy.undertakes. a  search. for. the. source. of. Shakespeare’s.
mention.of.Sir.Dagonet.in.2 Henry IV,.suggesting.that.king.Arthur’s.fool.must.
have.been.a character.in.a popular.ballad.that.functioned.as.intermediary.be-
tween.Malory’s.Morte Darthur and.16th/17th-century.dramatists ..The.English.























As You Like It into. the.development.of.Théophile.Gautier’s.Romantic.novel.




a  range. of. approaches ..Małgorzata.Grzegorzewska’s. application. of. Jean-Luc.
Marion’s.phenomenological.reflection.on.seeing.and.looking.sheds.new.light.






literary. texts. in. translation .. Clarinda.Calma. analyses. the. language. used. by.
John.Donne.to.address.the.subject.of.resurrection.in.his.poems.and.sermons ..
Michał.Choiński. analyses. the. rhetorical. theatricality. of.George.Whitefield’s.
sermonic.oratory.and.its. impact.on.the.early.American.preaching.tradition ..
Olga. Kubińska. undertakes. a  diachronic. analysis. of. the. title. pages. of. Early.
Modern.English.pamphlets.on.executions,.demonstrating. that.verbal. repre-
sentations.of.executions.play.a role.in.the.complex.process.of.shaping.narrative.
techniques,.most. notably. in. the. emergence. of. the. individual. character ..Re-
gina.Bochenek-Franczakowa.discusses.the.influence.of.Laurence.Sterne’s.Tris-







in.E .L . Doctorow’s.Ragtime ..Monika.Coghen.explains.the.reasons.behind.the.
failure.of.Samuel.Taylor.Coleridge’s.play.Zapolya.in.the.context.of.the.develop-
ment.and.increasing.popularity.of.melodrama.in.English.theatre.in.the.period.
1776–1843 ..Michał.Palmowski.discusses. stage.directions. in.Kenneth.Koch’s.
One Thousand Avant-Garde Plays.and.Konstanty.Ildefons.Gałczyński’s.The Lit-




Unlike. the. speaker. in.Sonnet CVI,.who. is.unable. to.praise. the.object.of.his.
Preface 13
ardent.admiration,.Professor.Gibińska.can.be.said.to.have.both.the.“eyes. to.
wonder”.and.a “tongue.to.praise .”.True.passion.for.the.chosen.field.of.study.
and.dedication.to.explore.and.share.its.richness.are.what.she.has.always.exhib-
ited.and.generously.conferred.on.others,.wishing.her.colleagues.and.students.
that.their.academic.work.may.bring.them.joy.and.fulfillment.too ..We.ask.Pro-
fessor.Gibińska.to.be.so.kind.as.to.receive.this.volume.and.we.hope.that.she.
enjoys.reading.these.pages,.written.to.honour.and.thank.her .
Agnieszka Romanowska
